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How to detect dark matter?



WHY SEARCH FOR DARK MATTER?





Fritz Zwicky
California Institute of Technology

Dark matter

He measured the speed with which the galaxies in Coma move. To his 

surprise, he found enormous speeds—thousands of kilometers per 

second — fast enough to rip the cluster apart.

Why was the cluster not tearing itself up? Zwicky concluded that the 

cluster must be filled with additional unseen matter that holds the 

galaxies together with its gravitational force.

Coma Cluster: 1000 galaxies

321 million light years away



milkyway.cs.rpi.edu



Problem with galaxy 
rotation curves

Outer stars in the galaxies do not rotate 

correctly! The outer stars should behave much 

like the planets of our solar system.  

In galaxies, however, both inner and outer stars 

rotate at about the same speed. 

http://www.haystack.mit.edu/edu/pcr/Astrochemistry/3 - MATTER/Dark Matter.ppt



1973: Further evidence for dark matter

Problem with galactic simulations 

https://www.learner.org/courses/physics/unit/text.html?unit=10&secNum=2

James Peebles  Jeremiah Ostriker

Princeton University

Jeremiah Ostriker and James Peebles 

used numerical simulation to study how 

galaxies evolve: they programmed 300 

mass points into their computer to 

represent groups of stars in a galaxy 

rotating about a central point.

Ostriker and Peebles found that in a time less than an orbital period, most of 

the mass points would collapse to a bar-shaped, dense concentration close 

to the center of the galaxy with only a few mass points at larger radii. 

However, if they added a static, uniform distribution of mass three to 10 

times the size of the total mass of the mass points, they found a more 

recognizable structure would emerge. 



The visible 

portion of a 

galaxy lies 

deep in the 

heart of a 

large halo of 

dark matter.

http://www.sjsu.edu/people/monika.kress/courses/sci255/





https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Diagram_on_%22Gravitational_Lensing%22.jpg

Gravitational 
lensing



Gravitational lensing by dark matter

By measuring the distortion of the galaxies, one can “weigh” the dark 
matter. Result: dark matter accounts for 90% of the mass of the 
universe.  

https://www.nsf.gov/od/lpa/news/press/00/pr0029.htm

Cosmic shear: 
the light from 
distant 
galaxies is 
distorted by 
dark matter.



2006: Bullet cluster
The hot gas in each cluster was slowed by a drag force, similar to air resistance, 

during the collision. In contrast, the dark matter was not slowed by the impact 

because it does not interact directly with itself or the gas except through gravity. 

Picture from: Paolo Gondolo, CosPA conference



Pink clumps: "normal matter”              Blue clumps: dark matter

Bullet cluster collision

chandra.harvard.edu
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Atoms form

Image credit: Pearson / Addison Wesley

The photons started to travel freely through space rather 
than constantly being scattered by electrons and protons.

Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)



WMAP

CMB observations

PLANCK

http://www.nature.com/news/planck-snaps-infant-universe-1.12671

Without dark matter, 
fluctuations are too 
small to gravitationally
grow into galaxies in 
the given 13 billion 
years.

Dark matter fluctuations,
uncoupled to the plasma, start
growing early and have enough
time to grow into galaxies



Dark matter evidence

PLANCK

Large-scale structures
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https://www.slac.stanford.edu/~kaehler/homepage/visualizations/dark-matter.html

Millennium Simulation
http://wwwmpa.mpa-garching.mpg.de/galform/virgo/millennium/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9yQOb94yl0

Dark Universe Planetarium Show: Dark Matter



Slide from: Paolo Gondolo’s talk, 2016 CosPA conference



Summary of dark matter evidence: 
85% of matter in the universe is of unknown nature

Normal matter: ~15% of total matter

Dark matter
~85% of total matter

?

We know it is out there but we do not know what it is.

Stars 0.5%



What dark matter is not: 
MACHOS hypothesis have been ruled out

MACHOS: MAssive Compact Halo Objects: 

Dim stars (white dwarfs, drown dwarfs, neutron 

stars), black holes, and Jupiter-sized planets, 

http://www.jcschroder.com/phy111/machos.htm



Searching for MACHOS with gravitational microlensing

http://www.sjsu.edu/people/monika.kress/courses/sci255/

Results: not enough MACHOS 
to make dark matter



Could elementary particles be cold dark matter?

Couple to plasma

No known particle can be cold dark matter –
Need to search for new particles. 

Particle of light

Hot dark matter

Decay quickly



Approaching dark matter theories

Top down: 
Begin with theory motivation (hierarchy problem, strong CP problem). 

Develop model (SUSY [supersymmetry], axion) look for stable, neutral 

particle (LSP [light supersymmetric particle], axion).

Bottom up: 
Motivated often by specific experimental anomalies, theories constructed. 

Implications for other experiments (and often SUSY)

Phenomenological: Motivated by considering whether a viable and 

detectable model could exist of a certain type.

Our most conservative idea for dark matter: 
Some exotic particle that we have not yet detected
[note: it does not have to be just one particle]

Two most important parameters of such particles

(1)Mass and (2) Strength of interaction with normal matter



Slide by T. Tait



Slide from Andrew Long’s 2018 LDW talk



http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/~ross/invisibles13/talks/78-marrod_xe1n_undagoita/slides/78-0-Marrodan_Invis_Durham2013.pdf

How to search for dark matter particles

Make dark 

matter particles

Detect Galactic “halo”

dark matter present on Earth
Search for things dark 

matter can decay to

Indirect detection 
(astrophysics)

Direct detection Production

If χ is a 
WIMP

Can also detect exotic (“fifth”) forces sourced by dark matter



Earth

There should be dark matter on Earth for us to detect



http://www.hep.ucl.ac.uk/darkMatter/

Earth is moving through dark matter halo

Dark matter signal 
should vary during
the year

MAX signal ~ June 2

Smallest
signal

Earth’s orbital speed
around the Sun is 30 km/s



Particle dark matter production

(1) Thermal relics

- in thermal equilibrium with the plasma in the early universe

- produced in collision of plasma particles

- insensitive to initial conditions

neutralinos, other WIMPs, ....

(2) Non-thermal relics

- not in thermal equilibrium with the plasma in the early universe

- produced in decays of heavier particles or extended structures

- have a memory of initial conditions

axions,WIMPZILLAs, solitons, ....

Slide from: Paolo Gondolo’s talk, CosPA conference 2016



Scientific American 23, 44-51 (4 August 2014)

Thermal
relics
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Weakly Interacting
Massive Particles (WIMPs)

(2) Plugging in WIPM masses and interaction 

strength one naturally obtains the right DM density.

WIMP Miracle!

(3) WIMP-like particles naturally arise in very well 

motivated theories beyond the standard model 

(supersymmetry & others) aimed to solve other 

problems – hierarchy & matter-antimatter 

asymmetry.

(4) If they exist we know how to detect them – WIMPs should scatter from nuclei!
All methods work – direct, indirect detection and production (at LHC). 
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(1) Straightforward thermal production: At early 

Universe, WIMPs are produced in e+e-, μ+μ-, etc. 

collisions.



Slide from: Paolo Gondolo’s talk, 

CosPA conference 2016



Extended gauge symmetry

Additional spacetime dimensions

…….

Matter – Antimatter asymmetry:
Need new sources of CP- (T-) violation

www.simonsfoundation.org



Supersymmetry and WIMPs:
The lightest (stable) supersymmetries particle is your dark matter

WIMP: neutralino (combination of –inos) 



DM production at the Large Hadron Collider

Credit: CERN

p

Lightest SUSY particle

is stable and escapes

Reconstruct the process 

and look for missing energy

From: T. Kono (ATLAS), BW2011 workshop



EDM and dark matter searches



Direct detection: How to detects WIMPs?

http://cdms.berkeley.edu/Education/DMpages/essays/essays/essays/science/images/NucRecoilAtoms.jpg



Direct detection possibilities
Selection of detection material

http://luxdarkmatter.org/talks/20120919_Dark_Matter_LUX_Outreach_Fiorucci.pdf



Scintillation detectors

Liquid xenon or argon

Cryogenic detectors

LUX: http://www.hep.ucl.ac.uk/darkMatter/ CDMS: https://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/cdms/



Slide from: Teresa Marrodan Undagoitia Invisibles Workshop, Durham, 2013



Slide from: Teresa Marrodan Undagoitia Invisibles Workshop, Durham, 2013

1 part per quadrillion 1015

pure Xe! 



Current status of WIMP detection

From Tien-Tien Yu’s 2018 LDW talk



Future prospects for WIMP detection

https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/10162/session/5/contribution/10/material/slides/0.pdf
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AMO: Proposal for directional WIMP detection with 
a cubic meter of diamond with high NV-density

S. Rajendran, N. Zobrist, A. O. Sushkov, R. Walsworth, and M. Lukin, PRD 96, 035009 (2017)

• Localize WIMP scattering to section via 

scintillation & record event time

• Nanoscale strain imaging via NV’s

• Identify damage track

• WIMP direction

Many mm-scale sections


